PowerSpell.P12 - Vocabulary
Section 1
ace, arrow, ash, atlas, attic, audio, bags, barge, bass, bawl, bay, beads, beak, beam, beams, beast, beech,
bent, birch, bison, bitch, bleep, blink, boar, bonny, bough, boxer, built, bull, bun, bunk, bunks, burns,
burp, butt, buzz, cab, canal, cards, carol, carp, cart, cater, cedar, chaos, cheat, chef, chess, chop, chops,
clerk, clink, clubs, cobra, cock, cod, coins, colon, cone, cord, corns, crumb, crush, cubic, cue, curl, dash,
days, deep, delta, demon, dent, devil, dim, disco, ditch, dizzy, dome, donut, doors, drake, dram, drugs,
dusk, dye, ears, Earth, easel, edit, eggs, elite, elm, emu, era, expel, facts, fatty, fig, films, Finn, fir, fjord,
flaw, fleet, flew, fling, folk, glide, gnat, gong, grams, grate, grave, graze, grin, grunt, gulp, gums, gun,
hairy, hands, hate, hawk, heal, heap, heaps, heir, herbs, honey, hood, hoof, hoot, hours, idle, Jack, jack,
jaw, jeep, jewel, junk, kin, kiwi, kneel, knit, knob, koala.
Section 2
acrobat, actress, add up, adding, afters, airgun, algebra, alight, allowed, amusing, anchor, animals, archer,
athlete, attain, baboon, backing, badger, ballad, ballet, bamboo, beaker, beating, beaver, beckon, bedding,
bedsit, beetle, bellow, besides, bonfire, bonnet, boredom, brains, brakes, bravery, brooch, bubbles,
bubbly, buckle, bye-bye, cactus, canned, cannon, canteen, capsule, caring, cattle, ceramic, cereals, chapel,
checked, cheeks, cheeky, clothe, coarse, coconut, collage, compel, compose, confess, confuse, costume,
cousins, creamy, crease, creator, crisps, crumble, crumple, cutting, dancer, daring, decayed, dictate,
dilemma, dilute, diploma, discus, disgust, disturb, dustman, dustpan, eagerly, earlier, earring, Easter,
elders, elegant, eraser, excite, exclaim, exotic, explode, fed up, fighter, fingers, fitness, flames, floors,
gifted, glacier, gladly, gossip, greasy, greens, hamster, handful, hangar, harmful, heater, helping, herring,
higher, humble, hunger, Ice Age, iceberg, icicle, jaguar, jangle, jangles, joints, journal.
Section 3
add up to, adulthood, adventure, alcoholic, ancestors, and so on, antelope, aromatic, arrogant, arteries,
articles, asparagus, assemble, astronomy, babyhood, bachelor, backbone, bagpipes, ballpoint, barbecue,
bed linen, bed rest, bedspread, beetroot, biscuits, black eye, black ice, blackbird, blessing, blisters,
blue-eyed, bookcase, breakdown, bring up, broadcast, built-up, bulldozer, bullfinch, bump into, call out,
camcorder, camp fire, camp site, car hire, cardigan, carry out, casualty, cautious, ceilings, centipede,
centuries, charming, chauffeur, cheerful, chestnut, Christian, City Hall, cloudless, coal fire, cockroach,
colourful, comedian, compasses, composite, container, contents, continual, Cordially, cordless,
corkscrew, cornflour, counting, courtyard, covering, cover-up, crippled, crocodile, crossbow, crosswalk,
cut-price, cylinder, deal with, decorator, decrease, delicate, demolish, deserted, destroyer, detached,
detention, dinosaur, diplomat, disguise, doughnuts, dragonfly, drop off, energetic, enjoyment, epidemic,
epilepsy, excessive, exclusive, explorer, eyeballs, farmyard, fascinate, faultless, fighting, fine art, fir tree,
forgetful, formerly, fountain, foxglove, fragrant, full stop, gangster, gardener, go-ahead, goldfinch,
goodwill, graceful, grow into, grown-up, harmless, hazelnut, horseshoe, hostility, ice-cream, instruct,
interfere, interrupt, intuition, invasion, inventor, irritable, irritate, jellyfish, jeweller, joystick, kangaroo,
kilograms.
Section 4
accomplish, adjustment, along with, antibiotic, apart from, awkwardness, battleship, bedclothes,
belongings, bewildered, blackberry, blackmailer, brown-eyed, bus service, calculating, camouflage,
catastrophe, centimetres, change into, chimpanzee, cigarettes, coat-hanger, collection, colourless,
compartment, compensate, complicate, confession, cooking oil, cornflakes, creativity, crossroads,
desperately, disappoint, disapprove, disbelieve, disco music, disconnect, discourage, dishonesty, disk

drive, disobedient, disqualify, disruption, drawbridge, e-commerce, electronics, entertainer, even number,
expedition, eye shadow, face cream, face powder, fairy tale, fall apart, fantastical, fingernails, fire engine,
fire-proof, first name, folk music, forgivable, fortnights, frustrated, goods train, gooseberry, grapefruit,
grasshopper, greenhouse, guesthouse, guinea pig, headlights, heavy metal, human being, ice-skating,
illiterate, infectious, influenza, innovative, intentional, interviews, invitation, itchy feet, job centre,
journalism, kidnapping, kilometres, kiwi fruit.
Section 5
absent-minded, air-traffic control, all or nothing, autobiography, bad-tempered, baked beans, bed and
breakfast, birth control, birthday card, birthday party, blackcurrant, boarding school, booking office, bow
and arrow, boxing match, breakthrough, British-made, brussels sprouts, building society, bullet-proof,
carelessness, child benefit, Christianity, Christmas card, citizens' advice bureau, clean and tidy, computer
games, condensed milk, congratulate, contact lens, control tower, crash helmet, death penalty, digital
camera, digital clock, digital watch, disability allowance, dressing-gown, drunken driving, evening class,
exclamation mark, fist impressions, fist school, flying saucer, food poisoning, football match, football
player, fountain pen, generation gap, good-tempered, grandfather clock, green fingers, grizzly bear, have
a conversation, health centre, here and now, here and there, hide-and-seek, hockey player, hockey stick,
Holy Communion, illustration, inconvenient, infant school, instant coffee, interference, junior school,
kindergarten.
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